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GUARANTEED CHECKS
GENERAL RULES

ArdyssLife, is giving out a “Guarantee Checks” of either $1,000, $4,000, or $30,000 
to those Distributors who achieve certain volumes during the next 90 days 
(October, November, and December of the year 2020). These incentives will serve 
the mission of “helping families thrive”. 

Who can participate? 
All active ArdyssLife Distributors who purchase form the USA warehouse and 
complete the rules below:

New Supervisors with a Guarantee Check of $1,000
If you are a new Distributor or an existing Coordinator and you have never 
achieved the rank of Supervisor, you can participate. Distributors will need to 
complete the following requirements: 

1. Complete your personal purchase requirement (100+ points). 
2. Achieve Supervisor Rank with a minimum of 2,500 GQP with the 40% rule and 
completing the number of personal enrolled distributors of the Power Start Chart 
3. Personally recruit 3 new Distributors or $300 Power Pack during the month you 
pretend to qualify

New Directors with a Guarantee Check of $4,000
If you are a new Distributor or an existing Coordinator, Supervisor, or Manager A 
and you have never achieved the rank of Director, you can participate. Distributors 
will need to complete the following requirements: 

1. Complete your personal purchase requirement (100+ points). 
2. Achieve Director Rank with a minimum of 18,000 GQP with the 40% rule and 
completing the number of personal enrolled distributors of the Power Start Chart 
3. Personally recruit 3 new Distributors or $300 Power Pack during the month you 
pretend to qualify

New Platinum with a Guarantee Check of $30,000
If you are a new Distributor or an existing Coordinator, Supervisor, Manager, 
Director, President, Executive, or Diamond, you can participate. Distributors will 
need to complete the following requirements: 

1. Complete your personal purchase requirement (100+ points). 
2. Achieve Director Rank with a minimum of 300,000 GQP with the 40% rule and 
completing the number of personal enrolled distributors of the Power Start Chart 
3. Personally recruit 3 new Distributors or $300 Power Pack during the month you 
pretend to qualify.

$50,000

ArdyssLife, is giving out a “Guarantee Checks” of either $1,000, $4,000, or $50,000 to those              
Distributors who achieve certain volumes during the next 90 days (October, November, and Decem-
ber of the year 2020). These incentives will serve the mission of “helping families thrive”. 

Who can participate? 
All active ArdyssLife Distributors who purchase form the USA warehouse and complete the rules 
below:

New Supervisors with a Guarantee Check of $1,000
If you are a new Distributor or an existing Coordinator and you have never achieved the rank of      
Supervisor, you can participate. Distributors will need to complete the following requirements: 

1. Complete your personal purchase requirement (100+ points). 
2. Achieve Supervisor Rank with a minimum of 2,500 GQP with the 40% rule and completing the 
number of personal enrolled distributors of the Power Start Chart 
3. Personally recruit 3 new Distributors or $300 Power Pack during the month you pretend to qualify

New Directors with a Guarantee Check of $4,000
If you are a new Distributor or an existing Coordinator, Supervisor, or Manager A and you have never 
achieved the rank of Director, you can participate. Distributors will need to complete the following 
requirements: 

1. Complete your personal purchase requirement (100+ points). 
2. Achieve Director Rank with a minimum of 18,000 GQP with the 40% rule and completing the 
number of personal enrolled distributors of the Power Start Chart 
3. Personally recruit 3 new Distributors or $300 Power Pack during the month you pretend to qualify

New Platinum with a Guarantee Check of $50,000
If you are a new Distributor or an existing Coordinator, Supervisor, Manager, Director, President, 
Executive or Diamond, you can participate. Distributors will need to complete the following                
requirements: 

1. Complete your personal purchase requirement (100+ points). 
2. Achieve Platinum Rank with a minimum of 300,000 GQP with the 40% rule and completing the 
number of personal enrolled distributors of the Power Start Chart. 
3. Personally recruit 3 new Distributors or $300 Power Pack during the month you qualify.

Payment of the $50.000

receive both payments the volume in month 1 will need to be the 300,000 thousand and the second 

higher amount that any of the secured payments, the higher amount will be paid.

$50,000

ArdyssLife, is paying  “Guaranteed Checks” of either $1,000, $4,000, or $50,000 to Distributors who 
achieve certain volumes during the next 90 days, (October, November, and December of 2020). 
These incentives will serve the mission of “Helping Families Thrive!”

Who can participate? 
All active ArdyssLife Distributors who purchase from the USA warehouse and complete the rules 
below:

New Supervisors with a Guaranteed Check of $1,000
f you are a new Distributor or an existing Coordinator and you have never achieved the rank of      Su-
pervisor, you can participate. Distributors will need to complete the following requirements: 

1. Complete your personal purchase requirement (100+ points). 
2. Achieve Supervisor Rank with a minimum of 2,500 GQP at the 40% rule. Complete the number of 
personally enrolled distributors on the Power Start Chart.
3.Personally recruit 3 New Distributors with a $300 Power Pack during the month you qualify.

New Directors with a Guaranteed Check of $4,000
If you are a new Distributor or an existing Coordinator, Supervisor, or Manager A or B, and you have 
never achieved the rank of Director, you can participate. Distributors will need to complete the fo-
llowing requirements: 

1. Complete your personal purchase requirement (100+ points). 
2. Achieve Director Rank with a minimum of 18,000 GQP at the 40% rule, and complete the number 
of personally enrolled distributors on the Power Start Chart.
3. Personally recruit 3 New Distributors with a $300 Power Pack during the month you qualify.

New Platinum with a Guaranteed Check of $50,000
If you are a new Distributor or an existing Coordinator, Supervisor, Manager, Director, President, 
Executive or Diamond, you can participate. Distributors will need to complete the following                
requirements: 

1. Complete your personal purchase requirement (100+ points). 
2. Achieve Platinum Rank with a minimum of 300,000 GQP at the 40% rule and complete the number 
of personally enrolled distributors on the Power Start Chart. 
3.Personally recruit 3 New Distributors with a $300 Power Pack during the month you qualify.

Payment of the $50,000;

$20,000. In order to receive both payments, the volume in month 1 must be 300,000 GQPs or more 
at the 40% Rule, and the volume the following must be 250,000 GQPs or more at the 40% Rule. If the 

$50,000

Who can participate? 
All active ArdyssLife Distributors who purchase from the USA warehouse and complete the rules below: 

New Supervisors earn a Guaranteed Check of $1,000 
If you are a new Distributor, Advisor or Coordinator, and you have never achieved the rank of Supervisor, you can participate. 
 
Distributors will need to complete the following requirements: 
 
1. Complete your personal purchase requirement (100+ personal qualifying points; PQPs). 
2. Achieve Supervisor Rank with a minimum of 2,500 GQPs at the 40% rule.
3. Complete the required number of active personally enrolled distributors on the Power Start Chart. 
4. Personally recruit 3 new Distributors, with $300 Power Packs during the month you qualify.

New Directors earn a Guaranteed Check of $4,000
If you are a new Distributor, Advisor, Coordinator, Supervisor, Manager A, or Manager B, and you have never achieved the rank of 
Director, you can participate. 
 
Distributors will need to complete the following requirements: 
 
1. Complete your personal purchase requirement (100+ personal qualifying points; PQPs). 
2. Achieve Director Rank with a minimum of 18,000 GQP at the 40% rule.
3. Complete the required number of active personally enrolled distributors on the Power Start Chart. 
4. Personally recruit 3 new Distributors with $300 Power Pack during the month you qualify.

New Platinum with a Guaranteed Check of $50,000
If you are a new Distributor, Advisor, Coordinator, Supervisor, Manager A or B, Director, President, Executive, or Diamond President, 
you can participate. 
 
Distributors will need to complete the following requirements: 
 
1. Complete your personal purchase requirement (100+ personal qualifying points; PQPs). 
2. Achieve Platinum President Rank with a minimum of 300,000 GQP at the 40% rule.
3. Complete the required number of active personally enrolled distributors on the Power Start Chart. 
4. Personally recruit 3 new Distributors with $300 Power Packs during the month you qualify. 

Payment of the $50,000;
The $50,000 payment will be divided into 2 payments.
 

will need to be 250,000 Group Qualifying Points (GQPs) or more.
 

the highest compensation.
 

$50,000

ArdyssLife, is paying “Guaranteed Checks” of either $1,000, $4,000, or $50,000 to Distributors who achieve specified volumes 
during the next 90 days (October, November, and December of the year 2020!)

These incentives will serve the mission of “Helping Families Thrive!” 

Who can participate? 
All active ArdyssLife Distributors who purchase from the USA warehouse and complete the rules below: 

New Supervisors earn a Guaranteed Check of $1,000 
If you are a new Distributor, Advisor or Coordinator, and you have never achieved the rank of Supervisor, you can participate. 
 
Distributors will need to complete the following requirements: 
 
1. Complete your personal purchase requirement (100+ personal qualifying points; PQPs). 
2. Achieve Supervisor Rank with a minimum of 2,500 GQPs at the 40% rule.
3. Complete the required number of active personally enrolled distributors on the Power Start Chart. 
4. Personally recruit 3 new Distributors, with $300 Power Packs during the month you qualify.

New Directors earn a Guaranteed Check of $4,000
If you are a new Distributor, Advisor, Coordinator, Supervisor, Manager A, or Manager B, and you have never achieved the rank of 
Director, you can participate. 
 
Distributors will need to complete the following requirements: 
 
1. Complete your personal purchase requirement (100+ personal qualifying points; PQPs). 
2. Achieve Director Rank with a minimum of 18,000 GQP at the 40% rule.
3. Complete the required number of active personally enrolled distributors on the Power Start Chart. 
4. Personally recruit 3 new Distributors with $300 Power Pack during the month you qualify.

New Platinum with a Guaranteed Check of $50,000
If you are a new Distributor, Advisor, Coordinator, Supervisor, Manager A or B, Director, President, Executive, or Diamond President, 
you can participate. 
 
Distributors will need to complete the following requirements: 
 
1. Complete your personal purchase requirement (100+ personal qualifying points; PQPs). 
2. Achieve Platinum President Rank with a minimum of 300,000 GQP at the 40% rule.
3. Complete the required number of active personally enrolled distributors on the Power Start Chart. 
4. Personally recruit 3 new Distributors with $300 Power Packs during the month you qualify. 

Payment of the $50,000;
The $50,000 payment will be divided into 2 payments.
 
The first payment will be in the amount of $30,000.  The second payment will be $20,000. In order to receive both payments, the 
volume in the first qualifying month will need to be the total 300,000 Group Qualifying Points (GQPs).  The second Qualifying month 
will need to be 250,000 Group Qualifying Points (GQPs) or more.
 
In the event of the Commission run, reflects greater earnings than any of the secured specified payments, Distributors will be paid 
the highest compensation.
 


